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David Henty
David Henty Art - Renowned Art Forger!

David Henty’s history as a ‘copyist’ starts, appropriately
enough, with a conviction for passport forgery in the
mid-1990s. It was while serving the resulting prison
sentence that David was inspired to start painting by a
rekindled passion for art.
David recreates masterpieces of Fine Art, by artists such
as; Van Gogh, Amedeo Modigliani to Caravaggio, Pablo
Picasso and Paul Gauguin, to name a few. Each piece
involves rigorous preparation through David’s
immersive research process; studying the original
painting, developing an understanding of how the artist
worked and, wherever possible, sourcing materials true
to the period.
David has an incredible collection of Fine Art
recreations available to purchase, however if there is a
certain painting any art lover, collector or corporate
client is trying to source, David also accepts commission
enquiries.
David proudly represents the iconic artist Van Gogh by
sporting his name on both of his personal vehicles. You
may notice the personalised number plates driving
around, one; V9OGH and the other V9OGHS. David has
recently purchased a third number plate; FOR63R all we
need now is a car to put it on! So, watch out for that
one as well!
This summer, we are launching our second exhibition
for a week only ‘A Question of Attribution’ on June 10��
– June 17�� (2017). The exhibition will be located at No
Walls Gallery, (114 Church Street, Brighton, BN1 1UD).
It’s an opportunity for the public to view a rare
collection of David’s incredible recreations, alongside
fellow notorious art forger and friend Billy Mumford
who will also be exhibiting his 60’s abstract.

If you would like to attend the exhibition, or have any
other enquiries please contact
lucy@davidhentyart.co.uk / 07487 226325.

Paintings by David. Above A.J. Munnings ‘A Gala day’
Below Van Gogh ‘The Bedroom’
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